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About This Game

Indulge in Explosions with Demolition Master 3D! With Demolition Master 3D you will fill like the real bomb expert
capable of tackling even the most complicated tasks. Travel to various countries and continents, take part in ambitious

construction projects and demolish, demolish, demolish!
Demolition Master 3D is a sequel of popular game Demolition Master that already has hundreds of thousands

fans worldwide.

Features:

110 game levels, 5 locations

4 types of explosives with different properties

Realistic physics

Excellent graphics and nice visual effects
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Title: Demolition Master 3D
Genre: Casual, Simulation
Developer:
Appmania
Publisher:
Libredia
Release Date: 25 Sep, 2011
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English,Russian
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Really fun game!
positive:
+ arcade look
+ console
+ awesome soundtrack
+ skill system
+ unbeatable for the price point
+ theorycrafting
+ a lot of fun!!!

negative:
- can get really messy on the screen
- Add a ,,photosensitive epilepsy warning" !!!
- no change in environment
- could use some more help/tooltips on passives/classes/devices for better understanding. I have enjoyed this game very much.I
have never had a single problem with it.The only bugs i have seen is on one field where the crops disappear when turning around
but reappear when on the field again.Another bug is with the front end load tractors that can't gain any speed.The maps are
beautiful and the mechanics menu is superb.You can switch from morning to morning and season to season when your
ready.The workers you don't see but you click on the field you want them to do and it's done.What's cool to me is that you can
over flow your combine or trailer having it spill on the ground.The whole game to me is very good and allot of fun.So if you like
farming with a difference then this is the one.. This game was given to me by the fine folks over at giftybundle.com . Thanks,
guys!)

Clearly inspired by Super Mario Bros., the grandfather of MANY platformers over the past 30 years, comes a bland excuse of a
game that feels like yet another student project, a result of a hobby, or a bet to get a game on Steam.

Yellow: The Yellow Artifact has nothing to do with artifacts and is a generic platformer with subpar controls. You simply grab
the key and head to the exit...that's all. You can grab coins for an increased score, but there is absolutely no point of a score
since it doesn't reward nor log it into a leaderboard.

You're also allowed 3 hearts (until later levels where you have more) until your character dies...and is ONLY penalized by
having to repeat the same level...a lenient punishment for failure rather than a gameover or a life system. This game also has a
30-60 second load time when you boot it up...for no logical reason other than to troll its patrons. Even if you have a great PC,
this load time will still exist.

Yellow: The Yellow Artifact ends suddenly and also has a fake BSOD mid-game (which I remember because I had to break up a
dog fight during the next level. You can bypass the fake BSOD by left-clicking the screen). You can expect to be entertained for
less than 15 minutes since this game is quite short (about 20 levels if I recall correctly). The rest of the time, you will likely be
idling for cards. Don't pay asking price ($1) for this game. It's often on giveaway sites so head to one of those if you want it.
Alternatively, just play your nearest (and common) copy of Super Mario Bros..

1/10 A lousy platformer at a disgraceful price. I'm disappointed in Steam Greenlight.. it sux... its like Lan Ren Xiu Xian
Zhuan... nothing graphical at all... the system is not as complex as \u61d2\u4eba\u4fee\u4ed9\u4f20\u3002

I played both.... It was fun when 1st time playing on this game.
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But lack of end game content.

Its a good game, but not worth $14.99.
Dont be too greedy, Chucklefish. I'm giving this a thumbs up, with a condition.

This isn't a bad game, not at all. It's well polished and runs good, the art and design has a nice blocky feel that updates the pixel
graphics motif. But it's something of a minimalist RTS, like one would expect from a phone or late PDA game, for example. It's
a good game, but if you're an RTS veteran, you'll play a mission or two, maybe a couple hours of skirmish, then, realizing that
this doesn't bring much to the party, you'll put it down and go play Red Alert 2.

If you're new to RTS, or just want something casual, then this is for you. If you like a degree of complexity, I'd look onward..
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. Only a sense of nostalgia would make anyone think this game was good.. Gave a negative review
before because the local coop did not work, but the developer fixed it quickly.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B8dL_OFZe6k
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I've spent way too much time playing this game..... 10小時，我決定強力不推薦它。技能重複性高 ( 這缺點延伸到角色幾乎都一個樣 ) + 大量的農金 +
令人失望的關卡設計 + 於Idle game氾濫的重置系統Warp ，第一輪一定會玩不下去只好Warp刷角色拿裝，然後哇又玩不下去了...Warp...loop，然後呢?
沒有然後了，我放棄是因為我Warp到前幾關都打的很辛苦，喜歡自虐的歡迎買來玩. 1st..

This is a SIM.. please understand this before purchase! (not an arcade racer at all)

It requires setting up controls to your liking and also learning a bit about Karts to really enjoy!

VR is very well done on the Vive!!
(I see some are experiencing a few bugs but dev is aware. I have no issues while in the kart VR so far)

PROS:
*Kart physics
*Ghost racing (trainer)
*Replay camera (super good! Can make epic vids with slow motion and FOV)
*Very Moddable (Community can make inifinte tracks\/karts and whatever else you can think of)
*VR - enough said
*Graphics (this is debatable but once you see the replay camera in action, its a beauty.. and also user content)
*Push starting a kart. woot!

CONS:
*Learning curve (only a con for non Kart\/sim fans, some learning to do boys)
*graphics and sound is not a real con, bc Piboso focuses on realism. The community tracks in other games he has can be
amazingly beautiful based on the creators skill)
*hmm, can't find the "reset" button to respawn on track but I am sure that's my fault.
*online or ghost only (no a.i.)

Great sim!!. Solid stuff. Hope to see an update that includes subtraction, apparently I'm not quite as good at maths as I thought..
Macemen forward!. A very clever and heart-filled game! Like with most point and click adventures, there were a few puzzles
that tripped me up, but that seems inherent in the genre. What sets TSIOQUE apart is a main character with a very clear and
strong personality! The Princess of the game is very bold in her plans and schemes and scowls throughout the entire game.

The basic plot, which you may surmise from the trailer, is that the Princess lives with her beautiful and kind mother, the Queen,
but one day while the Queen must go fight a dire threat, the evil wizard rules the castle. The Princess is locked away in the
dungeons, but as the game says the wizard made a dire mistake in putting only one mere lock between him and the Princess.

From there you have your typical and very charming point and click adventure. The art style is wonderful and very fluid! The
sound design is on-point, and best of all the story itself is very charming. The "twist" of the game itself is not a shock, but I'm
not sure it's meant to be. Older players will see it coming a mile away, a story about family, but to me, it doesn't take away from
the heart of the game. You can tell it comes from a very personal place on the developer's side, which makes it all the more
heart warming. For younger gamers, I would *highly* recommend no matter what, but even if you're older, if charming point
and clicks are your thing, then the game is ageless!
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